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Mesoscale Simulations of a Florida Sea Breeze Using the PLACE Land

Surface Model Coupled to a 1.5-Order Turbulence Parameterization

Barry H. Lynn, etc.

The simulation of spring and summertime thunderstorms, sea-breezes, lake breezes,
etc requires robust, forecast simulations of tile atmospheric planetary boundary layer
(PBL), as well as vertical transports of heat and moisture from the top of the PBL
into the clouds above. Both depend quite strongly on the underlying characteristics of
the land surface. The land surface affects the processing of solar energy: drier or more
sparsely vegetated land surfaces produce more heat than water bodies or wetter or more

heavily vegetated land surfaces. At the same time, wetter land surfaces produce more
moisture than drier land surfaces. Thus, it might be very hot above a parking lot, but
relatively cool and damp above a swamp.

To improve weather prediction of thunderstorms, etc, a sophisticated land-surface

model, PLACE, the Parameterization for Land Atmospheric Convective Exchange, has
been has been linked to a PBL model that calculates the transfer of heat and moisture

witin it using the "turbulence kinetic energy." Both models have been incorporated
into the Penn State/National Center for Atmospheric Research (PSU/NCAR) mesoscale
model MM.5.

A validation study used the newly developed model to simulate the evolution of
Florida sea-breeze thunderstorms during the Convection and Precipitation Electrifica-
tion Experiment (CAPE). Overall, eight simulations tested the sensitivity of the MM5
model to combinations of the new and default model physics, including soil moisture and
temperature derived from off-line simulations of the PLACE model. Our study showed
the importance of each model improvement in making a simulation that agreed most
with observations. Most importantly, the new model better predicted the timing and
location of thunderstorms than the original MM5 model.

The new model should provide the weather forecaster and climate scientist with bet-
ter tools to predict thunderstorm development and other weather systems that occur
during the spring and summer months, such as severe weather outbreaks, monsoons, and
hurricanes.
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Abstract

A sophisticated land-surface model, PLACE, the Parameterization for Land Atmo-

spheric Convective Exchange, has been coupled to a 1.5-order turbulent kinetic energy

(TKE) turbulence sub-model. Both have been incorporated into the Penn State/National

Center for Atmospheric Research (PSU/NCAR) mesoscale model MM5. Such model im-

provements should have their greatest effect in conditions where surface contrasts domi-

nate over dynamic processes, such as the simulation of warm-season, convective events.

A validation study used the newly coupled model, MM5 TKE-PLACE, to simulate the

evolution of Florida sea-breeze moist convection during the Convection and Precipitation

Electrification Experiment (CAPE). Overall, eight simulations tested the sensitivity of the

MM5 model to combinations of the new and default model physics, and initialization of

soil moisture and temperature. The TKE-PLACE model produced more realistic surface

sensible heat flux, lower biases for surface variables, more realistic rainfall, and cloud

cover than the default model. Of the 8 simulations with different factors (i.e., model

physics or initialization), TKE-PLACE compared very well when each simulation was

ranked interms of biases of the surface variables and rainfall, and percent and root mean

square of cloud cover. A factor separation analysis showed that a successful simulation

required the inclusion of a multi-layered, land surface soil vegetation model, realistic

initial soil moisture, and higher order closure of the planetary boundary layer (PBL).

These were needed to realistically model the effect of individual, joint, and synergistic

contributions from the land surface and PBL on the CaPE sea-breeze, Lake Okeechobee

lake breeze, and moist convection.



1 Introduction

The evolution of the Florida sea-breeze has been studied by numerous researchers (e.g.,

Byers and Rosebush, 1948; Pielke, 1974; Watson and Blanchard, 1984; Xu et al., 1996;

Pielke et al., 1999). For example, Blanchard and Lopez (1985) found basic recurring

patterns, depending upon thermodynamic properties and changes in the synoptic-scale

wind. According to them, convection on any particular day over south Florida is the

result of the complex interaction of many scales including the regional (global) scale

(Atlantic high pressure circulation), the synoptic scale (waves and fronts), the peninsular

scale (sea and lake breezes), and the local scale (heterogeneous soil/vegetation and cloud

interactions). Moreover, Lake Okeechobee can have an effect on south Florida's mesoscale

weather (e.g., Boybeyi and Raman, 1992), and lake breezes themselves are also sensitive

to background atmospheric conditions.

Nicholls et al. (1991) showed that soil moisture affects the intensity and evolution of

the sea-breeze circulations. They used a two-dimensional model to examine the evolution

of sea breeze over Florida, and found that drier soils produce larger sensible heat fluxes

than moist soils. These heat fluxes can lead to greater vertical mixing and heating

of the atmospheric boundary layer, leading to enhanced convergence of opposing west

coast and east coast sea-breezes over the Peninsula. Kingsmill's (1995) observational

study showed that convection associated with a sea-breeze and its associated gust front

depends upon the vertical depth and horizontal orientation of this front. This work

showed the importance of boundary layer processes, which themselves depend upon the

soil moisture.

Soil moisture distribution has also been shown to affect other dynamically driven

circulations (Pielke et al. 1997) and landscape generated circulations (e.g., Pielke et

al., 1991; Avissar and Chen, 1993, and Mahrt et al., 1994). Chen and Wang (1995)

found that clouds and rain can modify the surface thermal field of Hawaii, resulting in

changes in the timing of wind shifts from downslope to upslope flow in the early morning.

Clouds and rain also affected the intensity of the upslope flow during the afternoon. In

addition, Lyons et al. (1995) found that soil moisture significantly affected the intensity



of a Lake Michigan breeze.Shaw el al. (1997) showed the use of realistic heterogeneous

soil moisture and vegetation may be necessary for the accurate prediction of dryline

formation and morphology.

Here, the Penn State/National Center for Atmospheric Research (PSU/NCAR) MM5

mesoscale model (Dudhia, 1993; Grell et al., 1994) is configured to use the Parameteri-

zation for Land-Atmosphere Convective Exchange (PLACE) and an improved turbulent

kinetic energy (TKE) predicting turbulence parameterization. The former was developed

at NASA (Wetzel and Boone, 1995), while the latter was developed at Penn State Uni-

versity (Shafran et al., 1999; Stauffer et al., 1999). To demonstrate the utility of the new

model, hereafter referred to as MM5 TKE-PLACE, we simulated the evolution of Florida

sea-breeze moist convection on 27 July 1991, during the Convection and Precipitation

Electrification Experiment (CAPE).

In Section 2, we describe the model and methodologies for initializing the land sur-

face soil moisture and temperature fields. The experimental design is also presented

in Section 2, followed by the CaPE description in Section 3. Model results simulating

the evolution of the sea-breeze using explicit cloud physics are shown in Section 4. We

used sensitivity tests to investigate the importance of the PBL and land surface param-

eterizations, along with the soil moisture and temperature initialization. Summary and

conclusions are presented in Section 5.

2 Method

a. MM5 Modeling System

The non-hydrostatic PSU/NCAR mesoscale model, widely known as MM5 (Grell et al.

1994, Dudhia 1993) is configured here with two nested grids with horizontal resolutions

of 15 and 5 km (the inner nest is shown in Fig. 1). The time-step for the coarse grid

was 45 s, while it was 15 s on the fine grid. The two grids are time-dependent and two-

way interactive and centered over the Florida Peninsula. There are 23 terrain-following

sigma layers in the vertical, the lowest computational layer (surface layer) was about 40

m above ground level, and the highest resolution was in the lower troposphere. Explicit

predictive equations are used for grid-resolved cloud water, rain water, and ice (Grell et

al. 1994) on both grids, and a subgrid-scale moist convection parameterization (Kain



and Fritsch 1990) is also usedon the 15-km coarsegrid mesh. Atmospheric and cloud

radiative effectsarealso included.

The model predicts the three-dimensionalwind components, temperature, mixing

ratios for water vapor, cloud water/ice and rain/snow, and perturbation pressure(p').

The perturbation pressureis the departure from a temporally invariant reference-state

pressuredescribedby Dudhia (199:3). The default boundary-layer schemeis that of

Blackadar (Zhang and Anthes, 1982; Grell et al., 1994), which uses a local first-order

closure during neutral and stable conditions, and a non-local first-order closure during

unstable (free-convective) conditions.

The alternate scheme used here to represent turbulence processes is a 1.5-order TKF_,-

predicting scheme (Shafran et al. 1999, Stauffer et al. 1999) which uses a prognostic

equation to compute the local TKE profiles from which the model derives the eddy mixing

coefficients used in the vertical diffusion of all the mixing variables. Vertical mixing is

performed with liquid water potential temperature and total water mixing ratio due to

their conservative properties during phase changes. If ice processes are active, ice-water

liquid potential temperature is used and an additional mixing variable for the cloud ice

is added to the turbulence parameterization (Stauffer et al. 1999).

The TKE scheme has recently been re-formulated to represent accurately the turbu-

lence in saturated layers (Stauffer et al. 1999). For example, the buoyancy production

term in the TKE equation properly accounts for the presence of saturated versus un-

saturated layers. This can be important for modeling the interaction of turbulence with

explicit (grid-resolved) convection. This work used a version of TKE that did not account

for these processes. Future work will examine the effect of this reformulation on simula-

tion results. The turbulence scheme used in this work is hereafter referred to as TKE,

and can be used with either the default (SLAB) or alternative (PLACE) land surface

scheme.

The default land-surface scheme uses a force-restore method to compute the ground

temperature as a function of the soil and vegetation characteristics defined by a look-up

table. The surface physical characteristics include albedo, roughness length, emissivity,

thermal inertia and soil moisture availability. A surface energy budget equation predicts

the ground temperature and includes the effects of turbulent surface fluxes, shortwave and

longwave radiation, cloud cover, etc. Thus the ground temperature over land responds



to surface radiative fluxes which vary in time, but the surface characteristics, including

the soil moisture, are held fixed in time.

The alternate land-surface scheme, PLACE (Wetzel and Boone 1995), allows soil

moisture to change in time, and it interacts with evaporative processes, rainfall, runoff

and drainage during the simulations. PLACE calculates surface fluxes of momentum,

heat and moisture from soil and vegetation, as well as evaporation of dew and evaporation

and throughput of rainfall. It also computes the fluxes of heat and moisture within

the ground and drainage of water to bedrock. The soil component of PLACE has five

model layers for soil moisture (the top four layers extend up to 1 m in total depth)

and seven for temperature (the top five layers extend up to 1 m in total depth). The

vegetation component is represented as a single layer that accounts for vegetation type,

leaf area index, fractional vegetation cover, etc. Vegetation responses, such as stomatal

resistance, evolve from their initial state because of changes in soil moisture, solar flux

and atmospheric moisture deficit. The PLACE calculations are performed once every 3

minutes in the model for computational efficiency. The PLACE-derived surface fluxes

used by the boundary-layer module are held fixed during this 3-minute period.

b. Experimental Design

The MM5 is initialized at 00 UTC 27 July 1991, and integrated for 24 h until 00 UTC

28 July 1991. Initial and lateral boundary conditions are specified on the 15-kin coarse

grid mesh via an objective analysis performed at 12-h intervals, using conventional data

and National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) spectral analyses. The land

surface is usually initialized using the standard MM5 preprocessor in which the surface

characteristics are specified as a function of land type via a look-up table. The PLACE

vegetation model, though, requires additional parameters that the preprocessor does not

provide. For this reason, data from the International Satellite Land Surface Climatology

Project (ISLSCP, Meeson et al., 1995) were used to obtain values of fractional vegetation

cover and leaf area index, albedo and surface roughness. To do so, we equate vegetation

types and soil types with land types given by the MM5 preprocessor. Variables such

as thermal conductivity and emissivity of the ISLSCP-provided types were derived from

values commonly available in the literature.

Model results are known to be sensitive to initial soil moisture and temperature condi-



tions. Most simulationswith MM5 aremadeusingthe MM5 preprocessor,which provides

climatological valuesof soil moisture availability', while the soil temperature is basedon

temporally averagedsurfaceair temperatures.We createdan alternate soil moisture and

temperature initialization by running PLACE off-line forcedby observationsprior to the

casedate. The off-line PLACE was forced with wind, precipitation, temperature and

moisturesurface-layerfieldsfrom the National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) and CaPE

Portable Automated Mesonet(PAM) observations.

Figure 1 showsthe initial soil moisture and temperature fields obtained at the 30

observation data points, after interpolation to the model nested grid using a linear in-

terpolation technique. This wasalso doneon the coarsegrid, but these results are not

shown. For comparison,Fig. 1 also showsthe soil moisture and temperature fields ob-

tained from the default MM5 preprocessor(after converting from the MM5 soil moisture

availability to soil moisture). Sincethe default land surfaceschemeusesthe top soil layer

temperature and moisture, thesefields are shownfor them in Fig. 1. However,the soil

moisture in oneof the root zonelayersis shownfor PLACE, sincethis affectsthe latent

heat flux from vegetation (which is usually larger than that from the soil surface). Note

that the PLACE derived fields contain two regionsof relatively dry soil with warm soil

temperatures. There are also two maxima in soil moisture, correspondingto relatively'

cool initial soil temperatures. Thesefields are quite different from thosebasedon clima-

tology and thosedefinedby the default MM5 preprocessor.Thus, the PLACE-derived

soil moisture and temperature initialization showsmuchgreater heterogeneitythan that

from the default MM5 initialization.

Table 1 presentsa total of eight simulationsusedto investigate the utility of PLACE

and TKE in MM5 for simulation of the Florida seabreezeand Lake Okeechobee circu-

lation. Each experiment represents a different combination of 1) initial conditions for

soil temperature and moisture t, 2) land-surface scheme and 3) atmospheric turbulence

scheme. The Blackadar PBL is denoted by "I-IIR" and the TKE turbulence scheme is

denoted by "TKE". Following the hyphen in the experiment name, "SLAB" indicates

*Of course, this default scheme does not automatically account for antecedent precipitation in the
specification of initial soil moisture in the model

lThe moisture availability for runs with PLACE derived off-line soil moisture was obtained by dividing
the difference between the PLACE derived soil moisture and the wilting point by the difference between

field capacity and wilting point.



the useof the force-restoreland surfaceschemeand "PLACE" denotesthe useof the

PLACE land-surfacemodel. Finally, the useof a "0" in the experimentnameindicates

the useof the default soil moisture basedon climatology and soil temperature basedon

a temporal meanof the surfaceair temperature. No "0" in the nameindicatesuseof the

off-line PLACE-derivedsoil moisture and temperature fields.

The goal of this study is to investigate whether there is addedvalue by coupling

the PLACE and TKE schemesto MM5. We will useboth subjective (qualitative) and

objective (statistical) analysis, a methodology that is commonly applied to evaluating

mesoscalemodelsimulations (e.g.,Pielke, 1984;Shawet al. 1997).

3 Case Description

The day of 27 July 1991 from CaPE was a type III day (Blanchard and Lopez 1985),

which has a prevailing westerly wind. Typical of such a day, convective clouds formed

first at 16 UTC 27 July 1991, along the west coast sea breeze and then later by 18 UTC,

along the east coast sea breeze front (Fig. 2). At 18 UTC the edge of convective clouds

along the west coast sea breeze had reached the center of the Peninsula, and typical of

days with westerly flow, the east coast sea breeze front had made relatively little progress

westward (against the prevailing wind).

Fankhauser et al. (1995) and Halverson et al. (1996) produced two-dimensional

simulations of CaPE convective events. Their studies explain the physical processes

leading to convection during the CaPE experiment, including 27 July 1991. These studies

and Wilson and Megenhardt (1997) (observational study) documented the convergence

of west coast sea-breeze convection lines with east coast sea-breezes, leading to major

thunderstorm development. Here, at 20 UTC 27 July 1991, a squall line of thunderstorms

developed just in front of the west coast sea-breeze front. From 20 to 22 UTC, the

convergence of this squall line with the east coast sea-breeze front led to relatively strong

convection over the eastern half of the Florida peninsula. A region of stratiform clouds

formed along the eastern half of the peninsula from 22 to 23 UTC.

Lake Okeechobee also had a strong influence on convection over the peninsula. First,

there was developing, but relatively weak convection southeast of Lake Okeechobee.

Then, during the dissipation of this convection, convective clouds formed first to the



lake's southwest (19 UTC), and then to the northeast of the lake shore (20 UTC). The

convection to the southwest of the lake then expanded northward to off the lake's western

and northwestern shore. Between 20 UTC and 21 UTC, the intensity of the convection

west of the lake increased because of a merger between it and a sea-breeze front moving

inland from the southwest coast. Also, at 20 UTC the lake-breeze front moving northeast

of the lake interacted with a sea-breeze front moving westward from the east coast of

the Pensinsula. This led to a sharp increase in the intensity of the convection along the

northeast shore by 21 UTC. This convection then merged with the convection located

to the northwest of the lake shore (between 21 to 22 UTC), leading to a rather large

convective cloud stretching from west-to-east, north of the lake.

Figure 3 shows pressure, temperature, and wind obtained from PAM sites and Na-

tional Weather Service sources (14 data points). Surface pressures over the Peninsula

dropped quite substantially from 15 UTC to 18 UTC (10 to la LST), especially over the

north and central part of the Peninsula, in association with warming surface tempera-

tures that increased, in general, from 28 C to al C. For example, at locations over central

Florida the pressure dropped 1.5 - 2 mb during this time period. Note, in locations where

PLACE indicated relatively dry soil (i.e., < 0.18 mm a mm-a), the average increase in

temperature was 2 K, but in locations where PLACE indicated relatively moist soil, the

average increase in temperature was 1.1 K.

At 1.5 UTC, the horizontal wind observations do not clearly indicate the sea-breeze

fronts apparent in the satellite pictures at 16 UTC. This is probably because of convection

occuring right over the observing stations, e.g., Tampa on the west coast. The satellite

picture suggests that at 15 UTC the west coast sea-breeze front is located just inland

from the west coast, but by 18 UTC it has progressed further eastward towards the center

of the peninsula. However, note the development of easterly winds along the east coast

from 18 UTC to 21 UTC. These observed winds do show the east coast front, and its

westward propagation during this time period.

Observations at 15 UTC also showed relatively large dew points across much of the

Peninsula, ranging from 23 to 25 C. But, by 18 UTC, dew points range from 22 to 23 C,

from one observational site to another over the drier center of the Peninsula. Dew points

have dropped because of relatively small latent heat flux from dry soils and mixing of

surface moisture vertically into the PBL. Along most of the east central coast and over
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the north (where the soil is wetter), the dew points range from 22 to 25 C. Here, there

was a larger latent heat flux than from the dry ground, and vertical mixing was less than

over the dry ground because of smaller sensible heat flux. Note, however, that the data

points near the coast could have had higher dew points because of the influence of marine

air.

At 21 UTC, Fig. 3 shows that the winds have become relatively calm over the cen-

tral Peninsula, with convective outflow winds pointing to the south and west over two

locations. Surface temperatures have cooled substantially over the central Peninsula, in-

dicating the passage of the west coast front. At 24 UTC, the convection has terminated

over all but the eastern shore, and surface observations show a decrease in temperature

and rise in pressure and dew point at many observation sites. Note, the prevalance of

westerly winds, indicating that the west coast sea-breeze front has moved across the

Peninsula.

Figure 4 shows accumulated rainfall, tabulated from National Climatic Data Center

and PAM sites, for the periods 18 - 21 UTC on 27 July and from 21 to 00 UTC on 28 July.

Each field was obtained after interpolating with a Barnes interpolation scheme (Barnes,

1964). From 18 - 21 UTC, areas of western Florida received the most rainfall. In contrast,

from 21 UTC on 27 July to 00 UTC on 28 July, the largest amount of accumulated rain

occurred over south central and eastern Florida. The rainfall maxima during each time

period correspond well with the sequence of satellite pictures, although the rain gauge

network cannot capture the convection shown to the southwest and northeast of Lake

Okeechobee. Notice the relatively large magnitude (50 ram) of measured rainfall over

east-central Florida in a three hour timespan.

4 Results

a. MM5 TKE-PLACE and MM5 HIR-SLAB 0

In this section, we compare results from a simulation, TKE-PLACE, that contains the

new model sub-components and PLACE off-line derived initial conditions with HIR-

SLAB 0, which contains none of these.

Pielke (1984) discusses the methods available for comparing different model simula-

tions. One is to show qualitative agreement between model simulated fields and obser-



rations, while a second is to apply statistical tests to quantify the model results (see,

for example, Pielke (1984) and Shaw et al. (1997)). This study used four sets of obser-

vational data to evaluate the model results: i) the surface fluxes at observational sites

(2 points), ii) the surface observations (37 points), iii) area-averaged rainfall (63 points),

and iv) fractional cloud cover (almost complete coverage of simulated domain).

Figure 5 shows the sensible heat fluxes obtained with MM5 HIR-SLAB 0 and MM5

TKE-PLACE at 15 UTC, for the nested domain (hereafter, the names for the different

model versions do not contain the "MM5" acronym). Note, SLAB was initialized using

soil temperature and moisture data provided with the MM5 preprocessor. PLACE was

initialized using soil moisture and temperature fields derived from off-line simulations of

the PLACE model itself.

The model simulations have different distributions of sensible heat fluxes at 15 UTC,

corresponding mostly to the distribution of soil moisture in each. HIR-SLAB 0 had

a relatively uniform distribution of sensible and latent heat flux. In contrast, areas

that had relatively dry ground in TKE-PLACE produced strong sensible heating, while

areas that had relatively moist ground produced strong latent heating. As noted by

Shaw et al. (1997), the partitioning of the net radiation balance at the surface responds

most strongly to the soil moisture distribution because the equilibrium time-scale for

soil moisture is longer than for soil temperature. Because the surface fluxes were very

small by the beginning of the solar day (about 12 hours after each simulation began),

the TKE-PLACE initial surface temperature, which is shown in Fig. 1, had likely little

impact on the development of daytime surface fluxes.

The modelled data were compared to observations of surface flux data (two data

points located on Cape Canaveral along the northcentral coast). We have averaged this

data and model data over an area about the size of the Cape, and show the results

in Fig. 6. An analysis of the simulated fluxes at each site showed the importance of

the initial boundary conditions and vegetation in partitioning the net radiation between

upward (sensible and latent) heat flux and downward ground flux. It suggests that the

initial soil moisture was too large in each model simulation (Note, PLACE, however,

had a very strong gradient of soil moisture from the Cape to inland over the peninsula).

Yet, TKE-PLACE model produced more realistic sensible heat fluxes than HIR-SLAB 0,

while producing similar latent heat fluxes to HIR-SLAB 0. Note, the TKE-PLACE model

9



would haveproducedmore sensibleheat flux if cloud coverhad not erroneously limited

the net radiation during the middle of the afternoon. Without the PLACE derivedsoil

temperatureand overlying vegetation,the SLAB modelproducedtoo muchground flux

(not shown) and too little sensibleheat flux. Certainly, the SLAB model would have

producedmore realistic heat fluxeswith the PLACE initializiation of soil moisture and

temperature (but, we show later on that this alone, without, for example, vegetation

coveringthe ground, is not enoughto produce a better simulation of the sea-breeze).

Table 2 showsthat TKE-PLACE producedsmaller (average)local biasesthan HIR-

SLAB 0. The former had a ranking of 3 (out of a possible 8) while the latter had a

ranking of 5. TKE-PLACE had a positive wind bias (a rank of 5), which might be one

reasonTKE-PLACE produced too much surfacelatent heat flux. On the other hand,

HIR-SLAB 0 producedabout the samelatent heat flux, but it had a very small wind bias

(a rank of 1). Thus, it is likely that both station wereinitialized with too high a moisture

availabilty. Note, also, that TKE-PLACE produced a ranking of 1 for wind direction,

while HIR-SLAB 0 produceda ranking of 5. This relatively poor ranking of HIR-SLAB

0 occurredbecauseHIR-SLAB 0 produceda relatively weak moist convection(owing to

relatively small surfacesensibleheat fluxes).

Table 3 showsthat TKE-PLACE produced smaller (average)domain biasesthan

HIR-SLAB 0. The former had a ranking of 3 (out of a possible8) while the latter had

a ranking of ,5.TKE-PLACE producedrelatively high rankings in dew point and wind

direction, while HIR-SLAB 0 did not. TKE-PLACE ranked fourth in wind speed,but

had a larger cold bias (a lower ranking) than HIR-SLAB 0. Based on the dew point

biases,TKE-PLACE produced better latent heat fluxes than HIR-SLAB 0. Moreover,

the cold bias in TKE-PLACE developedafter the onsetof moist convection(suggesting

that the model simulate too muchevaporativecooling in the lowestmodel layers). This

leavesopen the possibility that TKE-PLACE produced better agreementbetweenthe

observedand modelled sensibleheat fluxes. Possiblesupport for this position can be

found by noting that TKE-PLACE produced a very high ranking for wind direction.

VV'edid not havea data set that could be usedto verify the soil moisture and initial

temperaturefields that producedthe heat fluxesdiscussedabove. However,wehavesome

confidencein theseinitial fields becausethe biasesof the surfacevariables were better

representedby TKE-PLACE than HIR-SLAB 0.

10



A comparisonwith observationsshowedthat TKE-SLAB produced more rain and

more realistic rainfall than HIR-SLAB 0. TKE-PLACE producedabout 4 times asmuch

rain asTt(E-SLAB 0; TKE-PLACE's numberaveragewas10.25andits areaaveragewas

8.96. Table 4 showsthat TKE-PLACE had a relatively high ranking, while HIR-SLAB

0 had the lowestranking.

TKE-PLACE did much better than HIR-SLAB 0 in simulating the observedcloud

fraction. Figures 7 and 8 showsimulatedcloud condensatefrom the HIR-SLAB 0 and

TKE-PLACE simulations, respectively. Comparing these figures with Fig. 2, TKE-

PLACE produceda muchbetter simulation of cloud cover,including i) convectivecloud

developmentat 16UTC and 17UTC; ii) a line of convectivecellsmoving eastwardwith

the west coast sea-breezeat 18 UTC; iii) a line of convectivecells moving westward

with the east-coastsea-breeze(somewhatwest,though, of their actual position); and iv)

the timing and location of convectionover Lake Okeechobee.These featureswere not

reproducedby HIR-SLAB 0.

Figure 9 showsa scatterplot of observedversusmodelled fraction cloud cover. The

observedfractional cloud amount wasobtained by simply adding up the satellite pixels

with cloud and dividing by the total number of pixels on the peninsula. The modelled

fractional cloud coverwas determinedby counting the number of model grid-elements

with cloud amount abovea threshold value and dividing by the total number of grid-

elementson the peninsulawithin the nested domain (this calculation was done three

times with different thresholdvaluesand averagedto minimize the effecton the analysis

of arbitrarily choosinga threshold value). It showsthat TKE-PLACE produced many

more points within 25% of the observationsthan HIR-SLAB 0. Note, also, that HIR-

SLAB 0 had a relatively large negativebias (seealso Fig. 7).

Table2summarizesthe statisticsfor the scatter plot of Fig. 9, by showingthe domain-

averagedcloudinessand root meansquareerror. Two measuresof root meansquareerror

areshownin Table.2. The first indicates the model skill in obtaining the timing of the

domainaveragedfractional cloudiness(RMS1), while the latter indicatesthe model skill

in obtaining the correct timing and location of cloud coverwithin 8 sub-domainsof the

Peninsula (RMS2). TKE-PLACE produced much better total cloud cover and much

smaller valuesof RMS1 and RMS2 than HIR-SLAB O.

11



b. Sensitivity Tests

Briefly, we compare and contrast the results from all 8 simulations. Our goal is to quantify"

the effect of model changes discussed above. Factor separation analysis is used to explain

model sensitivities.

Importance of PLACE

At the station on the Cape, Table 2 shows that the four simulations with PLACE had

the highest average ranking; thus the simulations with PLACE had the lowest biases

at the Cape station. Table 3 shows that the PLACE had the highest ranking of all 8

simulations. Thus, these simulations had the smallest (average) bias in the simulation of

the surface variables.

The important effect of the PLACE model on the surface fluxes can be seen by

examining the biases and rankings for dew point and wind speed. Table 3 shows that the

simulations with PLACE produced smaller pressure, temperature and dew points biases

than those without PLACE and wind speeds closer to observations.

In regard to rainfall, the simulations with the PLACE model outranked (in the total

of the average) the simulations without the PLACE initialization 13 to 18, but did worse

than simuations with TKE. In addition, Table 5 shows that the simulations with the

PLACE model produced more cloud condensate and smaller root mean square errors than

simulations without (i.e., the 0 simulations), but less than with TKE. These results could

have important implications for modelling surface hydrology and radiation supporting the

use of PLACE-like models in mesoscale atmospheric models.

Importance of TKE

The TKE sub-component model was required to produce the most realistic mesoscale

dynamics and moist convection. The simulations with TKE produced better mean wind

direction than the other simulations (e.g., PLACE and the 0 simulations). Here, the

sum of the average rankings was 13 compared to 18 for the other simulations. These

simulations also produced higher rainfall than those without TKE. The sum of the average

rankings with the former was 10, as compared to 13 for PLACE and 18 for simulations

0. Also, Table 5 shows that the simulations with TKE produced more cloud cover and
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smaller root mean squareerror than the similations without Tt(E.

At the local Capestation, the simulationswith TKE distinguishedthemselvesonly in

regardto wind direction (Table :2).This is a function of the dynamicsof the convection,

forcing the development of the sea-breeze fronts. Table 3 shows that similar results were

obtained when comparing biases and rankings at all PAM sites. Moreover, TKE had

a colder bias than simulations without TKE (as the absolute value shown equals the

negative of the modelled value). Thus, the implementation of the TKE scheme without

accounting realistically for the effect of surface initial conditions and vegetation on the

surface heat fluxes does not lead to an improvement in the simulation of the surface

variables. Here, however, the cold bias was probably due to the need to improve the

representation of evaporative cooling from rainfall in the MM5 model, rather than to

change the TKE formulation.

Importance of initial soil boundary conditions

Table 2 shows that simulations without the PLACE off-line derived boundary conditions

did worse than simulations with PLACE (which include two simulations with the PLACE

boundary conditions). Table 3 shows very similar results. In fact, Table 3 also shows that

the simulations with PLACE are required to simulate more realistic surface pressure, as

well as surface temperature and surface dew point. This lends further support to the

PLACE providing a better initialization of soil moisture and soil temperature.

These simulations also suggest the importance of surface heat fluxes on cloud cover

and rain. The similations without the PLACE off-line boundary conditions produced a

lower ranking for rainfall than those without, e.g., 18 versus 10 for TKE. These simula-

tions also produced the least amount of cloud cover and highest root mean square error

than the other simulations.

Factor separation analysis

To better elucidate the importance of PLACE and TKE we used the factor separation

technique of Stein and Alpert (1993). The factor separation technique can be used to

quantify individual and joint (or synergistic) contributions from model processes (i.e.,

factors) that affect simulations (e.g., Alpert and Tsidulko (1994)). Here, the relevant

factors are i) the PLACE off-line derived soil moisture and temperature fields, ii) the
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PLACE land surfacemodel, and iii) TKE boundary layer scheme.Factor separationfor

three factors require8 (=23) simulations(Table 1), which producesall 8 possiblecontri-

butions. Note, model simulation dependson a number of factors, e.g., solar radiation,

advection, topography, etc, which we do not choose to formally express as individual

contributions. When MM5 is used with these "unnamed" factors without the three fac-

tors cited above, their combined contribution is expressed as the "zero" contribution.

This is, hereafter, referred to as the control case, and, of course, is entitled as simulation

HIR-SLAB 0.

The eight contributions are calculated as follows (X is any contribution and Y is a

simulation):

x(o) = Y.,R._,_A.o

X(1) = YH_R-S'_AB-- YK_R-SLaB 0

X(2) = Y;m-PLAC_ o -- Ynm-sL.. 0

x(a, 2) = Y.I,.,_,¢_+ Y.I,._,, o

x(1,3) = YTKE-SL*. + r HIR-SLAB o

X(2, 3) = YTKE-PLACE 0 -t- YHm-SLA. 0

-- YHIR-SLAB o

-(Y.,.-_LA,,+ Y.,R-,._._o)

-- (Y.,.-_,_A,,+ YT_-_A. o)

- (Yu,_-.L.ce o + I'(rKE-SL_,Bo)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

X(1,2,3) = YTKE-PL*CE-- YHIR-SLABO (8)

+ (Y.,R-sL*. + YmR-PL*c_ +Yo TKE-SLAB O)

Note, we can calculate contributions from the three factors for any model output Y

variable.

Sea-breeze development depends upon the air temperature contrast between land

and ocean. Furthermore, it can be affected by perturbations in temperature over the

peninsula itself, between for example, the southern half and northern half. Here, we

examine how the first two factors (PLACE initialization and PLACE land surface model)

contributed to the spatial variability of the perturbation potential temperature, 0'. The

variable 0' was calculated by subtracting the modelled potential temperature from the
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horizontally averaged potential temperature. \Ve chose the time of 17 UTC, since this

was after the development of the convective PBL. but prior to the development of clouds

in the model simulations. Note, the original fields of temperature were obtained from the

temperature of the closest model layer to the ground surface (40 m). The contributions

to the perturbation fields are referred to as Xe, (), where the information within the

brackets indicates which factors went into calculating 6'.

Two factors produce 4 contributions to _)'. which are shown in Figure 10. In the

control case, Xe, (0) has, with one exception, maxima of 1 to :2 K over a broad part of

the Florida peninsula. Here, the uniform initial soil moisture field produced a uniform

field of perturbations. In contrast, the contribution from the first factor, as represented

by Xe, (1), correlated closely with the spatial distribution of dry soil. Here, the maxima

in Xe, (1) were as large as 4 K, and represent an additional perturbation in temperature

on top of that contribution represented by Xe, (0). In constrast, Xe, (2), showed that

the type of (PLACE) vegetation can also have an important affect on temperature.

It had relatively large values over the northern half of the peninsula, where there is

a predominance of broad-leaf and coniferous forest. The most important effect of the

joint interaction of both factors occurred over west central Florida. This region showed

relatively large values of Xe, (1,2) ranging up to 3 K. The combination of relatively small

soil moisture and vegetation led to warming of the surface layer in locations other than

obtained with either factor alone.

Based on the discussion directly above, one can surmise the importance of PLACE

and the off-line surface moisture and temperature boundary conditions. Each factor con-

tributed importantly to the perturbation temperature. Thus, we can surmise that these

factors would affect the complete set of surface variables. As noted above, simulations

with both PLACE or the PLACE derived off-line boundary conditions produced the

most realistic biases in the surface variables such as pressure, wind speed and dew point.

Clearly, both factors 1 and 2 had an important effect on the surface variables.

The development of cloud condensate depends upon the vertical transport of heat and

moisture; one measure of this is the relative humidity (FIH), which, at 1.,5 km, shows

clearly the importance of each individual factor. Figure 11 shows that contributions

from the control, the soil moisture distribution, and PLACE (i.e., XRH (O),XRH (1)

and XRH (2)) have a spatial pattern very similar to the surface heating in each. The
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HIR parameterization transports heat and moisture upwards into the PBL in proportion

to the heating of the surface layer, using a non-local, first order parameterization for

unstable (free-convective) conditions. Quite interestingly, XRH (3) had maxima along

the southwest coast and across the center of the Peninsula. Across the center, the TKE

had larger turbulent transport of moisture than than HIR-SLAB 0, which was located in

an area that had about half the heat flux of other locations within the domain. Thus,

other factors than bouyancy triggered transport might have been important, i.e., such

as mechanically driven turbulence (Atkins et al., 199,5). One can surmise the relevance

of each factor to the possible development of cloud condensate from this figure. Thus,

simulations using either PLACE, the off-line derived surface boundary conditions, or

TKE, showed improvement in cloud cover and rainfall.

To further explore the importance of the factors, this paper examines how they affect

contributions to cloud condensate. Each contribution is referred to as Xw,, Figure 12

shows that modifying the model physics with either X_, (1) or X¢,, (2) produced relatively

little effect on the modelled cloud condensate at 19 UTC. However, X¢, (1,2) shows that

the factors (1) and (2) can (weakly) act jointly to enhance cloud condensate near Lake

Okeechobee and along the southeast coast.

The factor X_, (3) shows that TKE (alone) contibutes a small increase in cloud

condensate; moreover, the importance of TKE (as noted above) can be more readily seen

when TKE acts jointly with other factors. For example, comparing Xe,, (1,2) with X_,

(1,3) shows that the addition of a more realistic boundary layer scheme is more important

than the addition of a more realistic land surface scheme. However, it is interesting to

also compare the factors X_, (1,3) and X_, (2,3). This shows that adding the TKE factor

with the PLACE off-line soil moisture and temperature produces more cloud cover than

adding TKE with the PLACE model alone - thus demonstrating the importance of the

PLACE off-line derived initial soil moisture fields on the model solution (as evidenced by

the inability of the statistics for the combined TKE simulations to show more realistic

surface variables than simulations with HIR). However, X_, (1,2,3) shows that all three

factors can act synergistically to produce the largest impact on cloud condensate. Thus,

the TKE-PLACE produced the largest cloud amount and the best wind direction, which

evolved in response to the dynamics of the sea-breeze moist convection.
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5 Summary and Conclusions

This paper demonstrates the utility of the newly, coupled MM5 TKE-PLACE model,

which is the original MM5 mesoscale model coupled to an improved 1.5 order closure,

turbulent kinetic energy boundary layer model (TKE) and soil/vegetation land-surface

model (PLACE). We compared modeled data both qualitatively and quantitatively to

observed data. Overall, eight simulations tested the sensitivity of the MM5 model to

combinations of the new and default model physics, and initialization of soil moisture

and temperature. The TKE-PLACE model produced more realistic results than the

default model, HIR-SLAB 0, including a better simulation of the sensible heat flux,

lower biases for surface variables, better rainfall, and more realistic cloud cover. Of

the 8 simulations with different factors, TKE-PLACE compared very well when each

simulation was ranked interms of biases of the surface variables, and biases in rainfall.

TKE-PLACE also produced more realistic cloud cover than other simulations.

Sensitivity tests showed that the physical representation of the boundary layer and

land surface affects quite strongly the model results. A factor separation analysis first

demonstrated the importance of two factors: the initial soil temperature and moisture,

as well as the PLACE model. The initial soil temperature and moisture fields determine

the general spatial structure of the surface temperature perturbations, while the PLACE

(vegetation) model can strongly modify these fields. Additional analysis showed the

importance of the third factor, TKE. The MM5 model required the combined synergistic

effect of all three factors to produce its most realistic simulation.

Note, we used the PLACE model to derive the initial soil fields. Unfortunately,

such fields are not readily available to modelers and hence need to be developed off-line

for model simulations. Furthermore, the soil moisture evolves in time during a model

simulation. Simple models such as SLAB do not allow soil moisture to change during

simulations, but models such as PLACE do. Moreover, in the absence of vegetation,

more heat is likely to be absorbed into the deep soil layers than with vegetation. The

use of a soil/vegetation model appears to allow for a better partitioning between upward

sensible and latent heat fluxes and downward ground sensible heat fluxes.

The addition of the model subcomponents could likely have additional benefits to

weather and climate prediction. Sophisticated land surface models such as PLACE and
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higher-orderclosuremodelssuchasTI<E shouldhavetheir greatestbenefit in the predic-

tion of warm season,weakly forcedsynoptic events,including the land-breeze,vegetation

breeze,andair massthunderstorms.PLACE canprovidemorerealistic surfaceboundary

conditions,including the time evolution of the soil moisture and temperature (aswell as

runoff) than simpleSLAB models.TKE can providebetter transfer of momentum,heat,

and moisture, through the PBL, and within cloudsthan first-order closureschemes.

Nichols et al. (1991) suggested that their work would provide a basis for future, more

complex three-dimensional simulations that will include the effects on an irregular coast-

line, Lake Okeechobee, and directional wind shear. They noted, in particular, that there

was some sensitivity of their results to even small variations of the initial conditions,

and, thus, to initial soil moisture. Blanchard and Lopez (1985) noted that "it is proba-

bly beyond our current understanding to understand completely the myriad factors and

complex interactions that determine the exact convective pattern for any particular dav."

Our results demonstrated the complexity of the three-dimensional response. Yet, with

the new version of MMS, which includes the TKE model and PLACE, we identified and

better reproduced the "myriad factors and complex interactions" that determined the

convection on 27 July, 1991.

Finally, the simluations produced here used a relatively fine resolution for mesoscale

modelling. Additional studies are underway to test the modified code at resolutions used

often in regional-scale modelling, e.9. , 25 to 100 km.
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List of Figures

Figure 1:MM5 Model pre-processorprovidedsoilmoisture(top left) andsoil temperature

(bottom left). Off-line simulationsof the PLACE model producedsoil moisture and

soil temperature fields, shownin plots, respectively,at top right and bottom right.

The time was 00 UTC 27 July, 1991. Lake Okeechobeeis shown at bottom right

corner of the Florida Peninsula.

Figure 2: Visible satellite pictures of the Florida peninsula, encompassingthe nested

domainusedin the modelsimulations.Picturesshowa sequenceof times on 27July,

1991:16 UTC (top left), 17UTC (top right), 18UTC (upper middle left), 19UTC

(upper middle right), 20 UTC (lower middle left), 21 (UTC) (lower middle right),

22UTC (bottom left), and 23UTC (bottom right). LakeOkeechobeeis at the lower

right.

Figure a: Surfacedata obtained from PAM and National Weather Service reporting

stations.Figures showpressure,temperature, dew point, and wind on 27 July, 1991

at 15VTC (top left), 18UTC (top right), and 21 UTC (bottom left), as well as28

July, 1991at 24 UTC (bottom right). A tail on the station circle indicates a surface

wind of 5 m s-1, while a barb on this tail indicatesan additional 5 m s-1.

Figure 4: Accumulated rainfall obtained from PAM sites (+) and NCDC observingsta-

tions (o) on 27 July, 1991between18 - 21 UTC (top) and 21 - 00 UTC (bottom).

The plots were producedusinga Barnesinterpolation.

Figure 5: Horizontal distributions of surfacesensible(top) and latent heat fluxes (bot-

tom), obtained in MM5 HIR-SLAB 0 and MM5 TKE-PLACE, on 27 July at 15

UTC.

Figure 6: Time dependenceof surfacesensibleheat flux, surfacelatent heat flux, and

surfacenet radiation obtained in observations(0), HIR-SLAB 0 (1), and TKE-

PLACE (8). The units for eachare W m-2. There were two observation points

located on the Cape along the east central coast, which were averagedto produce
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theseplots. The model data were averagedoverareascorrespondingroughly to the

sizeof the Cape.

Figure 7: A plot of vertically integrated cloud condesateover a 1000m to 8000 m

atmosphericlayer for HIR-SLAB 0, at the times shownin Fig. 2.

Figure 8: Same as Fig. 2, but for TKE-PLACE.

Figure 9: A scatterplot of observed versus modelled fractional cloud cover for TKE-

PLACE (circles) and HIR-SLAB 0 (diamonds). Data points falling along the solid

line had no error. The dotted lines indicate the range of 25% error below and above

the solid line. See Table 2 for the method used to obtain fractional cloud cover from

the observations and model output.

Figure 10: Three contributions to the distribution of surface temperature perturbations

(Xo,) and one joint contribution (at 17 UTC). Note, we show only perturbations

over land. The top left hand box shows the contributions to 0' from the combined

contributions of the original physical subcomponents within the/VIM5 model; that is

without any modifications (referred to in the text as (Xo, (0)). The contribution from

the first factor, or the PLACE (off-line) derived initial soil moisture and temperature

fields (shown in Fig. 1), is shown in the top right hand box (referred to as Xo, (1)).

The contribution from the second factor, or the PLACE land surface model, is shown

in the bottom left hand box (referred to as Xo, (2)). The joint contribution from the

first and second factors is shown in the bottom right hand corner (referred to as Xo,

(1,2)).

Figure 11: Single contributions to relative humidity (referred to as XRH in the text) at

1.5km and 17 UTC.

Figure 12: Single, joint (J.-C), and synergistic (S.-C.) contributions to cloud condensate

(referred to as X¢., in the text) at 18 UTC.
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List of Tables

Table 1: Description of simulations. SLAB is the original, two-layersoil model, and

PLACE is a multilayer soil and vegetation land surfacemodel. The number 0 indicates

that the model provided soil temperatureand moisture fields wereusedto initial either

land surfacemodel. HIR is a first order closure,high resolution (Blackadar) boundary

layermodel,while TKE isa 1..5order, turbulent kinetic energyschemeusedin calculating

boundary layer and cloudsubgrid-scalefluxes. Note,wehavedroppedthe acronym MM5

from the list of simulations.

Table 2: The biasesand rankings for the station at 28.45 N and 80.52W (located

on Cape Canaveral,on the northeasternshore). The last three rowsshowthe (absolute)

sum of the biasesand sum of the averagerankings from simulations which contain the

acronymslisted. Note, the minumum averageranking was three, while the maximum

averageranking was5.

Table 3: Biasesand rankingsof PAM observationalsites. The last three rowsshow

the (absolute)sum of the biasesand sumof the rankings from simulationswhich contain

the acronymslisted. Note, the minumumaverageranking wasthree, while the maximum

averageranking was .5.

Table 4: Observed, modelled rainfall, and rankings for HIR-SLAB 0 and TKE-

PLACE. The first column is the number average,while the secondcolumn is the area

average(the Peninsulawas divided up into the Northwest (NW; 6 observational data

points), Northeast (NE; 27 observationaldata points), Southeast(SE; 24 observational

data points), and Southwest(SW; 7 observationaldata points) quadrantsand then the

rainfall wasarea averaged.)The last three rows showthe (absolute) sum of the biases

and sum of the (average)rankings from simulationswhich contain the acronymslisted.

Table .5: Average fractional cloud amount obtained in eachsimulation, percent of

modelledversusobservedfractional cloud amount, and root meansquare(RMS) of mod-

elled versusobservedfractional cloud amount. The fractional cloud amount obtained

in observationswas calculated by first determining the edgeof cloudsfrom digitilized

satellite data for that shownin Fig. 2. This cloud edgewas used to set a minimum

reflectancevaluefor cloudpixels. Second,pixels with reflectancevaluesgreateror equal

to the minimum were summed and then divided by the total number of pixels. The
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fractional cloud amount from the model resultswasobtained by addingup all the pixels

with cloud amount greater than a threshold value (when averagedfrom the surface to

8 km) and dividing by the numberof pixels. This wasdonefor threedifferent thresholds,

including 0.001,0.01, and 0.1 g kg -1 and then the results were averagedto produce

the numbersin Table 5. Two setsof numbersareshownfor the root meansquareerror.

In the first (RMSI), we used cloud amount over the domain of the peninsula (8 total

data points, including 16 UTC to 23 UTC). This indicatesthe modelskill in simulating

the timing of the "gross" cloud amount. In the second,(RMS2),we usecloud amount

over8 equally divided quadrants (64 data points, 8 data points per hour). This number

indicates the model skill in simulating the timing and location of fractional cloud cover.

The last three rowsshowthe averagesof eachvariablefrom the simulation which contain

the acronymslisted. The averagefractional cloud amount obtained in the observations

was0.40 for the 8 hours shownin Fig. 2.
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Table 1: Description of simulations. SLAB is the original, two-layer soil model, and

PLACE is a multilayer soil and vegetationland surfacemodel. The number 0 indicates

that the model provided soil temperature and moisture fields wereused to initial either

land surfacemodel. HIR is a first order closure,high resolution (Blackadar) boundary

layermodel, whileTKE is a 1.5order, turbulent kinetic energyschemeusedin calculating

boundary layerand cloud subgrid-scalefluxes. Note,wehavedroppedthe acronymMM5
from the list of simulations.

Acronym Description

HIR-SLAB 0

HIR-SLAB

HIR-PLACE 0

HIR-PLACE

TKE-SLAB 0

TKE-SLAB

TKE-PLACE 0

TKE-PLACE

Original model

Uses soil fields derived from off-line PLACE simulations

Uses PLACE instead of SLAB

Uses PLACE, but with soil fields from off-line PLACE simulations

Uses TKE instead of HIR

Uses TKE, but soil fields from off-line PLACE simulations

Uses TKE and PLACE

Uses TtZE and PLACE, but soil fields from off-line PLACE simulations
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Table 2: The biasesand rankings for the station at 28.45N and 80.52W (located

on CapeCanaveral,on the northeasternshore). The last three rowsshowthe (absolute)

sum of the biasesand sum of the averagerankings from simulations which contain the

acronymslisted. Note, the minumum averageranking was three, while the maximum

averageranking was5.

HIR-SLAB 0 0.3 -3.1 -1.2 -0.2 56.3 5
TKE-PLACE -0.1 -3.1 0.5 0.8 -1.2 3

PLACE 0.60 11.6 0.9 2.4 146.8 13
TKE 0.7 12.7 1.5 3.1 61.0 18
0 0.90 12.6 2.5 1.8 149.9 18
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Table 3: Biasesand rankingsof PAM observationalsites. The last three rowsshow

the (absolute)sumof the biasesand sumof the rankingsfrom simulationswhich contain

the acronymslisted. Note, the minumum averageranking wasthree, while the maximum

averageranking was5.

Acronym Pressure (rnbJ Temp. (k) Dew Point (t() bVtnd Speed (m s-l,) Wind Dtr. Rankmrt 9

HIR-SLAB 0 0.6 -1.8 -1.2 0.8 -49.7 5

TKE-PLACE 0.55 -2.8 -0.1 1.0 9.9 3

PLACE 1.5 8.1 1.4 2.9 126.2 13

TKE 2.4 10.2 2.3 6.1 55.0 18
9"0 2.2 8.6 3.1 3.9 1-1.8 18
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Table 4: Observed,modelled rainfall, and rankings for HIR-SLAB 0 and TKE-

PLACE. The first column is the number average,while the secondcolumn is the area

average(the Peninsulawasdivided up into the Northwest (NW; 6 observationaldata

points), Northeast (NE; 27 observationaldata points), Southeast(SE; 24 observational

data points), and Southwest(SW; 7 observationaldata points) quadrantsand then the

rainfall wasarea averaged.) The last three rows showthe (absolute) sum of the biases

and sum of the (average)rankings from simulations which contain the acronymslisted.

Acronym number area Ranking

Observations 9.17 8.96

HIR SLAB 0 2.06 2.17 8

TKE PLACE 10.25 8.96 1

PLACE 7.9 7.65 13

TKE 11.57 11.99 10

0 6.96 7.37 18
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Table 5: Average fractional cloud amount obtained in each simulation (from 16 UTC

to 23 UTC), percent of modelled versus observed fractional cloud amount, and root mean

square (RMS) of modelled versus observed fractional cloud amount. The fractional cloud

amount obtained in observations was calculated by first determining the edge of clouds

from digitilized satellite data for that shown in Fig. 2. This cloud edge was used to

set a minimum reflectance value for cloud pixels. Second, pixels with reflectance values

greater or equal to the minimum were summed and then divided by the total number

of pixels. The fractional cloud amount from the model results was obtained by adding

up all the pixels with cloud amount greater than a threshold value (when averaged from

the surface to 8 km) and dividing by the number of pixels. This was done for three

different thresholds, including 0.001, 0.01, and 0.1 g kg -1, and then the results were

averaged to produce the numbers in Table 5. Two sets of numbers are shown for the root

mean square error. In the first (RMS1), we used cloud amount over the domain of the

peninsula (8 total data points, including 16 UTC to 23 UTC). This indicates the model

skill in simulating the timing of the "gross" cloud amount. In the second, (RMS2), we use

cloud amount over 8 equally divided quadrants (64 data points, 8 data points per hour).

This number indicates the model skill in simulating the timing and location of fractional

cloud cover. The last three rows show the averages of each variable from the simulation

which contain the acronyms listed. The average fractional cloud amount obtained in the

observations was 0.40 for the 8 hours shown in Fig. 2.

Acronym fractional cloud cover (model) % RM& RMS2

HIR SLAB 0 0.12 31 0.40 0.44

TKE PLACE 0.32 80 0.14 0.32

PLACE 0.24 58 0.25 0.35

TKE 0.26 64 0.21 0.34

0 0.19 47 0.31 0.39
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/

MM5 Soil Moisture PLACE Root Zone Soil Moisture

|[
0.08 0.09 0.12 0.15 0.18 0.21

(mm**3/mm**3)

0.24 0.27 0.30

MM5 Soil Surface Temperature PLACE Soil Surface Temperature

[
296 297 298 299 300 301 302

(K)
303 304 305 306 307
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No Modification (Factor 0) Contribution From Factor I

Contribution From Factor 2 Joint Contribution From Factors 1 and 2

-3 -2 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 2

Potential Temperature Perturbations (K)

3 4
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No Modification (Factor O) Cont. From Factor 1

Cont. From Factor 2 Cont. From Factor 3
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